
LATER...

Our public health care system... under public private partnerships...

Some provincial governments are talking about
saving our “crumbling” health care system with
‘public private partnerships’, also called P3s.
Canadians should be very, very concerned. P3s are
a sneaky way for governments to privatize health
care – all the while saying they’re committed to the
public system.

after a full analysis of all the
options, we strongly recommend
that the new hospital be built and

run through a public private
partnership

the provincial
government is

pleased to announce that
a new hospital will be built
in this community to
replace the
old one!!

folks, give it a chance. It’s
going to be a partnership...
the best of government and
business working together to
give canadians the health
care they need.

The only
partnership I

see is big
business and
government

working
together to
Ruin public

health care so
we’ll think p3s

are the only
option.

thank
heavens!
we really
need a new
hospital!

don’t celebrate just
yet. I have a list of

questions about “public
Private partnerships”
which they refuse to
answer. it looks very

suspicious.

here’s
the health

care system
that has

served us
well for
decades

In this
system,
profits

are siphoned
off of our

health care by
Multinational
corporations

What “partnership”?
Partnership. It sounds really nice, doesn’t it? But what it’s really about is
private corporations owning the infrastructure and governments paying
to use it. Here’s how it works: a private corporation builds, finances, runs
and owns the hospital and runs many of its services. The government
pays the corporation all kinds of fees to use the hospital over decades.
The fees charged by the corporation — which get paid with our taxes —
cover their construction and borrowing costs, maintenance, services,
AND (...here’s the clincher...) THEIR PROFITS!

best of all we’ll
build it through
an innovative,
cost-saving
public private
partnership!

it’s bad news
for patient

care, for the
health care

system, and
for my job at
the hospital.

Let’s start
with the

misleading
name...

what’s so bad
about public

private partner-
ships in health

care?

There are
lots of

problems

By Tony Bi
ddle Beware of “public private partnerships”

For-profit health care is sneaking its way into Canada’s 
health care system through “P3s”
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poorer service...that costs more!
Corporations are into health care for the money — period. They look for
cheaper and more ‘efficient’ ways of doing things to increase profits for their
shareholders and CEOS.
This hurts the quality of
care — corporations will
cut corners by reducing
the number of beds
and staff, and
charging user fees for
services. It all means

worse patient care — and
healthy corporate profits.

P3s also mean we’ll pay
more — just ask any
provincial auditor! When a
corporation borrows
money to build a hospital,
it simply can never get
interest rates as low as
those that governments
can get.

P3 hospitals in
Britain — a failure!
Britain has invested heavily in P3
hospitals, and the results have not
been encouraging. P3s have led to
30% fewer hospital beds and a 25%
cut in staff. Short-cuts in construction
and design have created shocking
problems, like collapsing ceilings,
sewage back-ups, offices too small to
work in, and on and on.

What’s wrong with
a few profits?

private companies
can do things more

efficiently and
cheaper

the man has a point.
won’t that benefit us?

how do you know
public private
partnerships are
going to bring all
these problems?

because it’s
been tried

before, and
has failed!!
take a look

at britain

No way!
I think we should

all speak out
against public

private partnerships
in our health care

system!!

Is this
the kind of
health care
we want?

The more P3s pop up, the more people and 

governments realize they’re a bad idea. A few 

years ago, Nova Scotia started awarding 

contracts for P3 schools. But by 2000, facing 

strong public opposition and a provincial audit 

showing the schools would cost millions more, 

the government cancelled plans for any more 

P3 schools. In PEI, the government pulled out 

of a P3 hospital project after a community 

campaign revealed it would cost more than a 

public hospital. The new hospital is going 

ahead — as a fully public facility.

it won’t be
cheaper. and

“efficiency” really
means slashing beds

and care!



but... but... MY scan is 
still months away!!

there, there. 
now, now...

This is terrible. I always 
thought private mrI clinics 

would help SOLVE THE 
CRiSiS.

SO, why Won’t 
THEY help reduce 

waiting LiSTS?
to start with, they’re 
poaching staff from 

the public system!
No! they 
will only 
increase             

waiting lists, 
cost us more 

money, and 
cause damage 
to the public 
health care 

system!

MRI and CT scans are very important 
tools in our health care system today. 
They help doctors detect serious 
problems like brain tumors, diseased 
organs, and many other things.  
Unfortunately, waiting lists to get a 
scan are very long — and people who 
are forced to wait often worry that their 
condition is getting worse. In 2001, the 
federal government gave money to the 
provinces and territories to deal with 
the problem of waiting lists.  But instead 
of improving the 
public clinics, 
some provinces 
— like Ontario, 
Alberta and B.C. 
— have used the 
money to invest in 
private, for-profi t 
MRI clinics. These 
clinics will not help 
our health care 
system.      

They won’t reduce waiting lists
There aren’t enough technicians around to meet all of 
our MRI and CT scan needs.  Machines in hospitals are 
already under-used because of cutbacks and staffi ng 
shortages.  When private, for-profi t clinics open, the 
only way they can get technicians is by offering jobs to 
those working the public machines!  Often, they’re able 
to offer better salaries because they only do the easiest, 
most profi table scans, while leaving the more diffi cult 
cases to the public system.       

Ah, but she can afford it, you see? so at 
least she won’t be on your waiting list at
     the hospital, and you’ll get your scan 
  that much sooner.
oh yeah? what’s 
wrong with her?

She has 
the same
thing you 

have.

um...
are we 

done yet? 
....hello?

All done mrs. witherspoon, your 
doctor will have the results on 

thursday.

don’t worry, my friend. the provincial 
government is now allowing private MRI 
clinics.  now you can pay for a scan

   whenever you want! 
I’m sick, I’m not 

working — I can’t 
afford it. 

my god! look      
at the waiting list 
for an mrI exam!! 
I’ll be dead by 
the time I get    

my scan!!
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By Tony Bi
ddle Private mri clinics are a bad idea

The more private MRI clinics pop up, the more people realize they 
waste health care resources and only serve the rich.



unnecessary scans
Private operators won’t take up 
the MRI “business” unless it’s 
profi table. So to make it profi table, 
some governments are allowing 
private clinics to do scans that 
aren’t medically necessary. In this case anyone 
can decide they need a scan — if they’re willing 
to pay. Some clinics are even allowing people 
to get their pets scanned! With private clinics 
wasting time and resources, they don’t help 
reduce waiting lists in the public system at all!              

and can          
I get you a 
pelvis scan 
with that?
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so instead 
of causing all this 

chaos with private mrI 
and CT clinics, why don’t 

provincial governments just 
use the funds they’ve been 
given to improve public 
diagnostic services?

let’s ask 
our elected 
officials, 
shall we?

Our health care system is based on 
fairness. In terms of diagnostic scans, this 
means everybody waits their turn, and 
the sickest people get seen fi rst. But now, 
private diagnostic clinics are allowing 
people who have less urgent problems to 
pay their way and “jump the cue”. Since 
they get diagnosed earlier, they can get 
treated by doctors months before sicker 
people who might not have the money.

There are many costs involved in running a business, 
which could make private MRI and CT scans more costly. 
One example is advertizing. In order to attract business, 
private clinics have to advertise, and that can be very 
expensive. Another example is profi ts. Without profi ts, 

private businesses aren’t interested in providing a 
service. Naturally, these and other costs must be 

included in the price of the scan. These are 
costs that we never have to worry about   

when things are run publicly.

So even if a scan at a 
private clinic is covered 
by provincial health 
insurance, the public 
health care system 
— funded by you  
and me — will be 
paying 
more 
for 
that 
scan.

ya hi, I need an MRI scan of my            
right big toe....today at three? great!  

d’you take visa? Fantastic!!

That’s 
right. 

but wait, 
it gets 
worse...

so instead of making 
waiting lists at hospital MRI 
clinics shorter, it actually 
increases them by making 
staff shortages worse

sure, 
why 
not?

that 
sucks!

private scans cost more!

Cue jumping: it just ain’t fair!


